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NASS the Group is a well-established industrial conglomerate and a construction powerhouse
comprising of forty-two specialist companies and associates with operations throughout the Gulf
region since 1963.
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Nass Mechanical Contracting Co. W.L.L initially started operation in the year 1972 as Nass Industrial
Services, a mechanical engineering and contracting division of NASS The Group.

As a part of the business restructuring the Group decided to consolidate primarily its core construction
related businesses into Nass Corporation B.S.C.
Nass Corporation B.S.C. is a Bahraini Public Joint Stock Company that was established on 17th
September 2005 and is licensed by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and regulated by the
Bahrain Monetary Agency.
Today Nass Mechanical as a division of Nass Corporation B.S.C. has progressively expanded to
become one of the major mechanical EPC contractor in the region, having successfully accomplished
numerous extensive and prestigious projects.
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COMPANY PROFILE
Nass Mechanical Contracting Co. W.L.L. (NMC) is a Bahrain-based well diversified mechanical
contracting company with EPC capability in Oil & Gas, Power Plant and Petrochemical Sectors. Over
the last 40 years, its 3,200 employees with their expertise and experience in engineering, fabrication
and project management have made NMC a leading “Turnkey Engineering Solutions” provider in the
region. The company owns a specialized fabrication yard and multiple offices for engineering and
procurement in Bahrain, Saudi, and Qatar.
The company proved its excellence in construction quality, health & safety, and performance in all
facets of mechanical contracting and fabrication with its exceptional record of quality performance,
which can be traced among several commercial assignments undertaken for its many industrial
clienteles. The company also has an extended list of well-served clients and an undisputed reputation
for turnaround time, budget efficiency, and delivering beyond the promise.

Vision
To be the preferred EPC company delivering industry
benchmarked value to our stakeholders.

Mission
To be an acknowledged industry leader, an epitome of
customer satisfaction delivering services of international
standards.

NMC has consistently delivered projects providing value-added engineering, construction and service
skills to its clients. This capability of NMC has enabled it to become one of the most trusted and
sought after Engineering, Procurement, Construction, Operations & Maintenance, Manufacturing and
Fabrication outfit in the region. In an industry where cost spillage is frequently experienced along with
high net worth of delays on projects, NMC operates from a unique position of strength and strategy.
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everytime

QUALITY
& CERTIFICATIONS

MECHANICAL

Done right,
on-time,

The final objective of customer satisfaction can only be strategically achieved if the quality of the products
being offered is high. This is what Nass Mechanical believes in with regards to its production philosophy. The
continuous improvement of all company processes, formulated with absolute respect for the environment
and the specialized training of its personnel are part of the Total Quality Programme, which the company
supports.
We believe in and we promote our own Culture for Quality with respect for the environment and regarding
all specific standards.
The Management of Nass Mechanical is committed to comply with the requirements as follows: to
provide quality products and services that meet customer’s needs and expectations by complying with
the requirements of Specifications, Codes and Standards as contractually agreed as well as any relevant
Statutory and Regulatory requirements as applicable.
Certifications
ISO 9001 - Quality Management System
ISO 14001:2004 – Environment Management System
OHSAS 18001:2007 – Safety Management System
‘U’, ‘S’, ‘R’ and ‘NB’ ASME certified stamps for manufacturing, assembling, metallic repairs and alterations
for selected activities

MECHANICAL
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MECHANICAL

CORE VALUES
Quality
We are a Solution-Minded, Performance-Driven, and Customer-Focused organization and are
committed to continually improve the effectiveness of our Quality Management System by adhering
to the world- class manufacturing principles and continuous quality checks.
Safety
We are committed to always providing a safe place to work and all the necessary tools and resources
to do the work safely. Our management and supervisory personnel share the responsibility of ensuring
the work is carried out efficiently without compromising the health and safety of our workforce.

OIL & GAS

POWER PLANT

CEMENT

WATER DESALINATION

PETROCHEMICAL

METALS & MINING

Integrity
We believe integrity is the foundation of our individual and corporate actions that drives an organization
of which we are proud. We honor our commitments and are responsible corporate citizens keeping
promises, dealing fairly, being consistent and transparent.
Sustainability
Sustainability is based on a simple principle; everything that we need for survival and well-being
depends, either directly or indirectly, on our natural environment. Nass Mechanical is an environmental
watchdog and we safeguard our surroundings by operating ethically and controlling environmental
impacts.
Excellence
Our drive for excellence is reflected through our team, which is carefully selected based on skills and
expertise, coupled with years of experience in their field. Our continuous efforts aimed at employee
empowerment and growth are a true testimony to our drive for excellence and prove that our
commitment to excellence is not optional at Nass Mechanical but a must.
Performance oriented
We believe performance excellence will drive the results that differentiate us from our competitors. We
establish and communicate clear expectations and continuously look for new ways to improve our
products, services and processes.

MECHANICAL

Teamwork and Respect
We highly value teamwork. We encourage healthy debate and diversity and we truly view our team as
an extended family. We use the complementary skill sets and the cohesiveness of our team to bring
the best out of each one to the benefit of our portfolio companies and investors. We work together,
across boundaries, to meet the needs of our customers and to help make it a win-win situation for all
involved.

Committed
to continual
improvement
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SECTORS
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RE SHOOT
Outdoor

an integral
part of our
business

MECHANICAL

HEALTH & SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

“Our goal is to have zero fatalities and no incidents supporting our belief that all incidents are
preventable.”

The Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) policy of NMC specifies absolute necessity of
providing a safe and healthy working environment to all employees. The individual responsibility
of every member and the organization collectively, is to maintain optimum level of work place
safety and accident free activity. The HSE management system of NMC is fully integrated with
OHSAS 18001:2007 standards.

Nass Mechanical is committed to the highest standards in HEALTH, SAFETY and ENVIRONMENT
and to prevent injury, ill health of personnel and damage to property we ensure safe work practices
are followed and a healthy and safe working environment is provided at all times. We continually
comply with the most currently applicable legal and other specified requirements relevant to
OH&S.
We educate all members of the organization to understand, accept and follow Safety, Health and
Environmental policies and procedures that prevent human suffering and economic losses arising
from preventable causes.
A comprehensive Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) policy governs our health and safety
performance as well as our environmental stewardship. Every employee has a duty to comply
with the policy and our contractors and suppliers are also required to manage HSE in line with
our standards. We have a stringent corporate auditing process in place and we also conduct selfassessments and inspections regularly.
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MECHANICAL

Safety,

In its pursuit of excellence in environmental management towards sustainable business
development, NMC is continually developing and implementing Environmental Management
System (EMS) throughout the organization to measure, control and reduce the negative
environmental impact. Our “Corporate Environmental Policy” drives our objectives in areas such
as Hazardous Waste Management, Chemical Safety and Emergency Planning etc.
NMC is committed to promoting, creating, and maintaining a safe and healthy workplace and to
improving the environmental quality of its operations and surrounding communities. This effort
begins with providing a safe physical plant and hazard-free working conditions.
NMC maintains a Global Environmental Management System to ensure that we continue to meet
our environmental goals as a responsible organization.
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Boundaries

MECHANICAL

PLANT & FACILITY

Beyond

We have the optimum working environment with the most
suitable techniques to deliver solutions tailored specifically to
customer needs. The plant is capable of responding quickly to
customer requirements and delivery can be facilitated either by
vessel or door to door on trucks.

MECHANICAL
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MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

Strategic
structured

growth

MANUFACTURING AND FABRICATION

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

MECHANICAL

BLASTING, PAINTING, INSULATION AND REFRACTORY
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MARINE JETTY OPERATION

BREADTH OF
OPERATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engineering, Procurement and Construction
Manufacturing and Fabrication
Operation and Maintenance
Blasting, Painting, Insulation and Refractory
Marine Jetty Operation
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Ever

MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING,
PROCUREMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION

evolving
beyond
limits

Our engineering and construction department’s core competency
rests in its ability to deliver complex and multi-disciplinary
construction projects. Our expertise in bringing all types and phases
of work together to a successful conclusion is what distinguishes
NMC as a leading Contractor in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Our capabilities / scope of work are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Detail Engineering.
Steel Structure Fabrication and Erection.
Mechanical and Piping Work.
Tank, Vessel and Static Equipment Installation.
E & I Works.

MECHANICAL
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MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING,
PROCUREMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION
The engineering and construction division is actively participating and successfully completing Lump Sum
Procure Build (LSPB) and Lump Sum Turnkey (LSTK) projects for major local and international companies.
Our experiences include green and brown field construction as well as live plant modification. Our dedicated
teams of highly qualified engineering staff are fully conversant with industrial, national & international standards,
codes, regulations, practices and local authority requirements. The team has been instrumental in the construction
of many of the world famous facilities such as BAPCO, Tatweer, GPIC, ALBA and other companies.
Our engineering staff employs several software packages to enhance our design capabilities to include: CAD –
Micro station V8 and Auto Cad latest version, PV-Elite, Tank Coad. The department is in the process of acquiring
advance software namely, PDS, Auto Spool, Spool Men, and Piping –Ceasar.

MECHANICAL
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Fabricating
the future

MECHANICAL

MANUFACTURING
AND FABRICATION
NMC’s world-class fabrication capabilities have been
achieved through prefect integration of efficient material
handling & preparation, precision machining and welding
processes for a range of material in varying thicknesses,
backed by technological excellence in design & engineering
and responsive quality systems.

MECHANICAL
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metal

fabrication

MECHANICAL

MANUFACTURING
AND FABRICATION

Customized

Manufacturing / Fabrication services for pressure equipment are offered through latest designing
programs and stringent QA/QC procedures are followed to ensure better workmanship and quality
product.
NMC is capable of undertaking medium to heavy plate work involving different kinds of pressure
and non-pressure process equipment used in Refineries, Petrochemicals, Cement, Fertilizer,
Desalination, Power and Oil & Gas plants.
With state-of-art fabrication machineries NMC has achieved an optimum level of efficiency &
productivity.

MECHANICAL
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MECHANICAL

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE
NMC maintenance division has vast and diversified experience
in general plant maintenance offering, multi-disciplinary
maintenance services related to Oil & Gas, Petrochemicals,
Refineries and other industrial plant facilities.

Where
your

ideas

MECHANICAL

take
shape
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MECHANICAL

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE
Our expertise encompasses wide arrays of services such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Refurbishment & Repair of large storage tanks.
Short & Long Term plant maintenance services for all disciplines.
Mechanical, Civil, E&I, T&I, Plant Turnaround and Shutdowns.
Refurbishment, Upgrades & Repair of Process Equipment.
Sandblasting & Painting of Tanks & Facilities.

Our maintenance division is continuously upgrading its capabilities and considering new specialized maintenance
services in partnership with globally recognized specialists in asset management and other areas.

MECHANICAL
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performance

BLASTING, PAINTING,
INSULATION &
REFRACTORY

MECHANICAL

Excellence in

NMC have a state-of-art facility for Blasting and Painting, Insulation and Refractory.
Blasting and Painting

Insulation and Refractory

• Enclosed Painting Chamber with controlled atmosphere.
• Qualified Spray Painters.
• Qualified Sand Blasters.
• Environment-friendly Grit Recovery System.
• Qualified BGAS Inspectors.
•  Onsite Blasting & Painting Services.

• Refractory Lining Work.
•  Insulation Work.

MECHANICAL
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MARINE JETTY

MECHANICAL

Experience
the touch
of perfection

Nass Mechanical has a marine jetty with frontage of 104
meters with 6 meters deep channels in Bahrain that enable
delivery by vessel to other Gulf countries readily.

MECHANICAL
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RECENT PROJECTS
1

Major Contractor BAPCO Shutdown Maintenance

2

EPC contract (Mechanical) for the construction of used
Lube Oil Plant
STBLOP Al Kharj, Saudi Arabia

3

EPC contract for above Ground Storage Tanks - TB07 &
TB08
Tatweer Petroleum

4

EPC contract for 20” & 14” gas pipe line for United Steel
Plant (SULB)
BAPCO standards

5

Supply, fabrication & delivery of exhaust system for SMS
Concast
United Steel Plant (SULB) project

6

Supply, Fabrication and Delivery and Erection of Storage of
Tanks for Propylene Oxide Plant, Jubail, Saudi Arabia
SADARA (A JV of Saudi Aramco & Dow Chemical)

MECHANICAL

1

2

3

4

5

MECHANICAL
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We have a commendable portfolio of clients, many of whom we have associated with and built
strong business relations over a number of years through repeat business.

MECHANICAL

ABB Ltd.
AEPC – Al Ezzel Power Company
ALBA - Aluminium Bahrain B.S.C.
ALSTOM
ANABEEB
BAPCO - Bahrain Petroleum Company
Bechtel Corporation
Braden Manufacturing LLC.
DANIELI
Ellicott Dredges
Fisia Italimpianti S.p.A.
Five Solios
Foster Wheeler Ltd.
GE Energy
GIIC- Gulf Industrial Investment Co. (E.C.)
GPIC – Gulf Petrochemical Industries Co. (BSC)
GS Engineering
HPC - Hidd Power Company
Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. Ltd.
IBAU
KOBELCO
MA’ADEN
SADARA (A JV of Saudi Aramco & Dow Chemical)
Schlumberger Limited
SIDEM
Siemens
SMS Concast
SMS Meer – SMS Group
SULB
Tatweer Petroleum
TECHINT
TEKFEN
TECHNIP
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We are always at hand, whatever the size of your job. Contact our local office now.

KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN (HEAD OFFICE)

NASS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L
P.O. Box 669, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Bldg. No. 630, Road 102, Block No. 117
Hidd, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: +973 1746 5477
Fax: +973 1746 5485
Email: info@nassmechanical.com

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

ABDULLA NASS & PARTNERS CO. LTD.
Al–Salah Tower
Prince Faisal Bin Fahd St. (28th St.)
P.O. Box 31401
Al Khobar 31952
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 3867 1909
Fax: +966 3867 4397
Email: anp@nass-sa.net

KUWAIT

AL GHANIM NASS GENERAL TRADING & CONTRACTING
East Ahmadi, Street No. 300
Block 41, P.O. Box 1632
13017 Safat, Kuwait
Tel: +965 3987 034 / 035
Fax: +965 3987 039
Email: agnquality@gmail.com

STATE OF QATAR

ABDULLA NASS GROUP CO. LTD.

Al Emadi Financial Square,
Building # 1, 2nd Floor, Office No. 2 – C-Ring Road
P.O. Box 24287, Doha,
Tel: +974 4436 8668 / 778
Fax: +974 4436 8338
Email: nassgroup@qatar.net.qa

UAE - ABU DHABI
NASS GROUP

1501 , 3 Sails Tower Corniche Road
P.O. Box 38003
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel No: +971 2681 5770
Fax No: +971 2681 0272
Email: nass@emirates.net.ae

MECHANICAL

CLIENT LIST

REGIONAL
OFFICES
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NASS
MECHANICAL
P. O. Box 669
Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel:
+973 1746 5477
Fax:
+973 1746 5485
Email: info@nassmechanical.com
www.nassgroup.com

www.nassgroup.com

